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in ddlj, simran singh (kajol) is the daughter of a widowed mother, and her dream is to make it to
london and marry nandu (khan), an amateur violinist. abhishek bachchan, sunil shetty and poonam
dhillon are also co-stars. ddlj was the highest-grossing indian film of 1995, earning india about $83
million because of her unwillingness to lose her father, simran is not allowed to marry nandu. in his

place, raaja (aamir khan), nandu's best friend, suitor, and fellow musician, happily marries her. ddlj is
about how the two husband-wife relationships affect the families, friends, and community.

importantly, the script required a film that would portray the day-to-day life of a couple living in new
delhi. the film was mostly set in the cosmopolitan and posh home of raj and his mother-in-law.

during the editing process, the story was brought down to the ground, and when those shots were
heard, the producers and choreographer decided that the film no longer had any place for the posh
home set. simran feels like shes made a huge mistake. what makes things even more difficult is the
fact that nandu is losing his relationship with his father because he wants simran. what follows is a

series of events that will have simran reconsidering her decision to marry nandu and making a
choice between her family and her love. the film is a cinematic landmark in bollywood history, as a
result of its creative storyline, successful song-and-dance numbers, and satirical point-of-view. ddlj

paved the way for bollywood movies to be loved by audiences across the world, and the film
achieved an unprecedented feat.
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